Forbes includes U of G Among Canada’s Best Employers

Child Care and Learning Centre

Temporary part-time from January 2, 2019 to June 28, 2019

Hiring #: 2018-0586

Please read the Application Instructions [1] before applying

The Kitchen Assistant will support the Child Care Cook with daily snack and lunch preparation, delivery and clean up.

Duties include: aiding in the preparation of fruits/vegetables and specialty meals, delivering meals to the classrooms, verifying allergy sign off forms, and communication of restrictions and substitutes to teaching staff upon food delivery. The successful applicant will also be trained to cover other short term absences in the event of illness or vacation.

Requirements of the position include: Grade 10, secondary school graduation preferred, coupled with a valid Food Handlers Certificate and experience working in a commercial kitchen, culinary skills training preferred.

The successful applicant will need to provide a Vulnerable Sector Police Check and immunization records. The incumbent will work Monday to Friday 9 am – 12:30 pm

Hourly rate $16.08 - $17.95 per hour

*Tentative evaluation

At the University of Guelph, fostering a culture of inclusion [2] is an institutional imperative. The University invites and encourages applications from all qualified individuals, including from groups that are traditionally underrepresented in employment, who may contribute to further diversification of our Institution.

Posting Date: 2018 11 19
Closing Date: 2018 11 26

Source URL: https://www.uoguelph.ca/hr/careers-guelph/current-opportunities/%E2%80%8Bkitchen-assistant
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